


MARÈA
[mah-rey-ah]

MARÉA
[mah-rey-ah]

Marèa Maréa has a simple vision: to inspire travel as 
means to living a more present life.

Created for the modern day explorer, our designs 
are meant to be worn from the city to the sea and 
the moments between.

In English, Marèa translates as “tide.” Like the ocean, 
life keeps us always in motion. 





Our tag line is a reminder to escape; to get out of 
our heads and into the world.

We believe the modern man is often lost between 
past memories and future desires; we want to inspire 
that man to escape to the present.

escape to the present





We describe our collections as Travelwear; versatile 
enough to wear on holiday in the south of France, 
while exploring the streets of Mexico City, or riding 
a moped off the coast of Thailand.

The stories we tell read like the best memories of a 
summer's past. From rebellious night swims to 
nostalgic escapes, we are connoisseurs of endless 
summer nights. 

travel specialists
summer connoisseurs





For our first collection, we set out to create the 
perfect swimsuit for the modern traveler.

Something that was decidedly anti-tourist. No prints, 
no embroidered turtles, no looking like you're on 
vacation.

We wanted a swimsuit that could be worn day to 
night, felt and looked luxurious, but functioned 
under any circumstance. The result, The Marèa
Short.

Collection 1
SS22



SUSTAINABLITY

Marèa Maréa is committed to conducting business 
responsibly, prioritizing care for both the 
environment and the communities in which we 
operate. Our approach to sustainability combines 
timeless design with ethical manufacturing, the use of 
sustainable materials whenever possible, and an 
unwavering commitment to transparency.

Marèa Maréa X Seaqual Initiative

As pioneers of sustainability, SEAQUAL transforms 
marine litter into Upcycled Marine Plastic—a fully 
traceable raw material with the power to raise 
awareness about marine pollution. We manufactured 
The Marèa Short using SEAQUAL fabric milled in 
Portugal and manufactured in New York.



NAVY
$84 wholesale / $190 MSRP

BLACK
$80 / $190 USD

The Marèa Swim Short

BLACK
$84 wholesale / $190 MSRP



NAVY
$84 wholesale / $190 MSRP

BLACK
$80 / $190 USD

The Marèa Swim Short

BLACK
$84 wholesale / $190 MSRP



PRESS

https://wwd.com/menswear-news/mens-fashion/market-moments-marea-marea-swimwear-to-target-sophisticated-traveler-1235131859/


Christian Pierre Blanchet

On a solo trip to Southeast Asia in 2017, I realized 
that travel was my pathway to connect. To connect 
with strangers in strange places, to connect with the 
ones I love most, and to reconnect to the present 
moment.

Four years later, and after ten years working for 
iconic fashion brands in New York City, I set out to 
launch Marèa Maréa. Partnering with fellow NYU 
MBA, Pablo Mares, our goal was to create a modern 
approach to classic resortwear, rooted in connection 
through travel.

Thank you for taking this journey with us, 
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